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Abstract: 
 There are a lot of factors like particle size, concentration and flow rate which affect the performance 

of the Electromagnetic Filter (EMF) used for cleaning of industrial filters. In this study, an FPGA based PI type 

fuzzy control system is designed and realized considering the all parameters affecting the EMF performance. 

Realized controller has been integrated in EMF kit and used for cleaning of industrial liquids. Results of the 

performed experiments and previous literature results are given with their differences in EMF structures. 
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The high quality of industrial liquids and gases is 

first determined by the cleanness of content after 

they have used in technological processes, and 

secondly, invariability of physical and chemical 

characteristics during their usage in the course of 

production [1]. After performing many experiments, 

it is reported that industrial liquids and gases mostly 

contains iron compound contaminants [2, 3] 

Because the contaminants have granular structure 

and basically shows magnetic properties, it is 

advantageous to use electromagnetic methods. 

Filters utilizing the particles magnetic properties and 

using different types and structures of filter matrices 

and performing cleaning process are called EMF 

[1]. Cleaning with EMF can be performed either in 

the beginning phase, during or at the end of the 

technologic process [4]. 

The difference of EMFs from classic filters is 

that their filter elements consist of ferromagnetic 

materials. A basic EMF principal schema is given in 

Fig. 1 [5]. The industrial liquid which is supposed to 

be filtered by the EMF is first pass through the input 

pipe (4) and then filtering process is performed. The 

liquid consequently returned to the system through 

the output pipe (5). To create magnetic field around 

the filter matrix (3) elements external system (1) 

consists of magnets and electromagnets. EMF body 

(2) is non;magnetic stainless material. 

Filter matrix elements can easily be magnetized 

by an applied external homogeneous magnetic field 

density of approximately B=0.05 to 1.5 T and create 

high gradient multi;field around themselves. The 

magnetic field density of the locale becomes much 

greater than the applied external magnetic field 

density. The regions of the created fields are called 

"active region" or "holding region" [4, 6]. 

 

���!� ! EMF principle schema 

 

The performance of the magnetic filters decrease 

as they operate, the performance may degrade to 

nothing for long duration of filter operation. The 

situation changes depending on many parameters 

and these parameters can be defined as 

technological parameters. Parameters may be 

determined by filter length, the size and type of the 

filter elements, flow rate of the liquid, applied 

magnetic flux density etc. The control systems 

design which considers all the parameters changes 

are required to hold the performance of the filter 
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high [1]. A performance of the EMF (ψ) is 

determined by using the equation (1). 
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 (1) 

In literature, input particle concentration (IPC) 

and flow rate (FR) of cleaned liquid are reported to 

affect the EMF performance [7]. In the studies to 

control the EMF, there are reports about fuzzy 

controllers adjusting the PWM reference voltage 

which determines the magnetic flux of the EMF 

depending on IPC and FR changes [5, 7, 8]. In this 

study, the output particle concentration (OPC) is 

also given and the effect of OPC on the EMF 

performance are examined. Studies in the literature, 

it is reported that fuzzy controller regulates the EMF 

performance successfully for the cases of changing 

IPC and FR. Additionally, EMF controller design 

which considers EMF performance is reported but 

there is no reported experimental study to clean the 

industrial liquids by using mentioned design [9]. 

In this study, a PI type fuzzy controller which 

considers all the factors affecting the EMF 

performance has been designed and an FPGA on the 

controller kit has been programmed accordingly. An 

experiment has been performed to clean the 

industrial liquids with the developed controller on 

EMF kit and results have been reported. 
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In this study,  EMF kit realized by the project 

"Adaptive Control of Electromagnetic Filters Used 

in Cleaning of Industrial Liquids by Using Artificial 

Intelligence and Kit Design (109E037)" which is 

supported by "The Scientific and Technological 

Research Projects Support Program" of The 

Scientific and Technological Research Council of 

Turkey (TUBITAK) [10]. This EMF kit used for 

cleaning industrial liquids houses  waste depot, 

power unit, EMF coil and matrices, particle sensors 

and control units. The EMF kit's units which are 

used in this study and control system's working 

principles are given in Figure 2. 

The physical structure seen in the figure can be 

summarized as the passing the liquid which is 

supposed to be cleaned to exit after cleaned by the 

EMF. Signals gathered from IPC sensor (S1) and 

OPC sensor (S2) are passed to sensor circuits which 

then can be applied to instrumentation amplifiers. 

Analog data gathered from the sensor circuits is sent 

to FPGA through a parallel output ADC interface 

card. The control of the magnetic flux is done by the 

output of the control system running on FPGA. 

Analog PWM reference voltage which is an output 

of the controller programmed on FPGA is passed to 

PWM by using a DAC card. Voltage applied to 

EMF coil is controlled by the PWM which is 

controlled by the reference voltage. By changing the 

coil voltage, magnetic flux is controlled [10]. 
 

 

���!�"! Structure of Magnetic Filter Control System. 
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A fuzzy controller consists of fuzzifier, extraction 

mechanism and defuzzifier phases. Control input 

values gathered from the system are converted into 

symbolic values which are linguistic expressions in 

fuzzification phase. Inference mechanism produces 

linguistic expressions of control progresses as 

expected from an expert on subject according to 

state of input variables by using rules and concepts 

defined in the rules base. At the output, fuzzy 

numbers specified by linguistic variables and 

membership function are obtained. Crisp control 

values are acquired from fuzzy numbers belonging 

to output values produced by inference mechanism 

in defuzzification phase [7, 8]. A PI type fuzzy 

controller (PI Type FC) structure designed to apply 

the EMF is given in the Figure 3. 

As seen in the Figure 3 EMF performance error 

and error change are the input variables of the fuzzy 

controller. Error and error change expressions are 

given in equation (1) and (2) respectively. 

	
�� � ���
�� � 
�� (1) 

∆	
�� � 	
�� � 	
� � 1� (2) 

Here k is sampling time, Pref is reference 

performance value, P is EMF's performance. The 

output of the controller is given as the equation (3). 
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���!�&! Blok Diagram of Control Sy
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���!�'! Membership functions for

Membership function values are de

range of [;1,1] and scaling coefficients 

input and output values. Suitable selection o

coefficients values are made based on 

opinion of the field experts of EMF con

and error methods. 

Fuzzy rule base used for type;PI fuzz

is given in Table 1. 
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cannot hold particles completely. 

defined as 95% during the experiment.

Change of IPC and OPC versus tim

experiment is given in Figure 6. 

 

���!�,! IPC and OPC 
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